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The proposal

A workflow for morphosyntactic annotation of underdescribed
languages.

• modular
• State-of-the-art technology can be immediately integrated
• Can interface with existing annotation software

• consultant-friendly
• Relies on a same vs different task
• No linguistic training necessary

• emergent categories
• data labeling and segmenting can be done post-annotation and
won’t constrain the process

We present a proof of concept.
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Current standard annotation practices

cat-s would=’ve chase-d mice
cat-PL COND=PERF chase-PST PL\mouse

Diminished usefulness for understudied languages

• Theoretical issues
• Early commitment to an analysis
• Assumption of segmental patterns

• Practical issues
• Suboptimal use of human time
• Requires linguistic training
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Overview

• Motivation
• More inclusive fieldwork practices
• Theoretical hygiene

• Our contribution
• A detailed proposal
• Experiments

• Different levels of language knowledge
• Natural fieldwork setting

• Discussion and future directions
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Inclusive fieldwork methods



Community Engagement

• Navigate researcher-community collaboration ethically
• Give community members maximum agency

• There is no single “best” strategy for increasing community
engagement

• Software tools for community-led annotation
• Lower technical barrier for entry for broader participation
• Increase community involvement and agency in fieldwork
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Theoretical underpinnings



Word and Paradigm morphology

• Establishing parallel relationships of form and meaning between
words

• Covariation, not segmentation –
looking outwards
• The word is the smallest unit.

• Concepts like paradigm cell or lexeme
are emergent
• The result of establishing contrasts
and similarities along different
dimensions
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Current model and workflow



Step 1: Unsupervised paradigm induction

• Obtain initial unlabeled paradigms using a machine learning
method
• In our work: Jin et al. 2020 (part of a SIGMORPHON shared task)
• unsupervised model outputting forms related by edit trees

• System uses both form and content to group surface forms into
paradigms

Cell
Lexeme 1 2 3 4 5 6
HEAR hear heard - hearing heart -
HELP help - helped helping - helps

• A good starting point, but automatic methods cannot solve the task
independently.
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Step 2: Extract concordances

• Extract examples of each form in context from the corpus:
LEXEME

annotator form model output
…you’re still going to hear True them.

She thought she could hear True Gomez laughing.
…signalling of problems of hearing True and understanding.

…gray marble mausoleum at the heart True of the city.

• Concordances for cells also contain some random negative
examples (presumed not to belong to the cell)

CELL
annotator form model output

…mechanisms underlying the learning True and processing of L2 grammar …
…periods of limited …exposure following True L2 training are not uncommon …

…may be found in different situations including True when one studies a language …
…such as listening and reading True comprehension …

The training lasted False varying lengths of time…
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Step 3: Mark same or different

• The annotator marks items that don’t belong with the others:
LEXEME

annotator form model output
…you’re still going to hear True them.

She thought she could hear True Gomez laughing.
X …signalling of problems of hearing True and understanding.
X …gray marble mausoleum at the heart True of the city.

• In our pilot study, we asked annotators to exclude derived forms
like ‘hearing’, but this is a design decision.
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The output of the method

• Grouped unlabeled cells and lexemes
• Corrected by annotators

• The groupings can be used for all purposes of linguistic description
and analysis, and are convertible into IGTs if desired.
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Experiments and results



Experiments: English & Croatian

• Universal Dependencies datasets for English and Croatian provide
a gold standard for evaluation

• Annotators: 4 linguists (2 per language), fluent English speakers
• English: upper estimate of model + annotator performance
• Croatian: unfamiliar language

• Formalized annotation guidelines provide instructions and
guidance for dealing with ambiguity

• Annotators had 30 minutes to annotate lexeme data and 30 minutes
for cell data
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English & Croatian Results

Lexeme

Acc. Marked Corr.
English
Base 81% - -
A1 84% 58 50
A2 83% 43 33
Croatian
Base 66% - -
A3 67% 19 19
A4 66% 12 12

Cell

Acc. Marked Corr.
English
Base 67% - -
A1 97% 129 120
A2 94% 119 108
Croatian
Base 90% - -
A3 90% 8 -1
A4 90% 28 16
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Experiments: Wao Terero

Wao Terero provides a demonstration of this workflow in the field.

• Linguistic isolate spoken in Ecuadorian Amazon
• Estimated 1,200-3,000 speakers
• No standard orthography

• Part of ongoing fieldwork and language documentation project
• Collaboration with native speakers (Spanish-Wao bilinguals)
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Experiments: Wao Terero

• Model input:
• Wao Terero New Testament
• Multi-syllabic target lemmas

• Two native speaker consultants from the Wao community of
Geyepade serve as annotators.
• Neither consultant has taken a course in linguistics
• Annotators given 10 minutes of training on task using Spanish verbal
paradigms

• A non-native linguistics Ph.D. student also completed the
annotation experiment.
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Results: Wao Terero

• No gold annotations. We instead measure annotation speed and
collect qualitative feedback.

67 tokens/h Wao consultants (each)
776 tokens/h Fieldworker

• Differences in speed reflect different annotation strategies:
• Meaning in context vs. orthographic similarity

• Annotators found the task understandable and valuable, but the
data was challenging
• More natural texts and better heuristics for dealing with ambiguous
lexeme categories may improve future performance
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Discussion and future directions



Benefits of the Workflow for Linguistic Fieldwork

Word-and-Paradigm annotation makes direct comparisons in context

• Intuitive for untrained consultants
• Increases community participation

• Defers difficult decisions about segmentation and labeling
• Output can still be used to create Interlinear Glossed Texts

• Modular architecture: future improvements in state of the art can
immediately benefit annotator
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Future Directions

• Interactive environment
• Allow annotators to view proposed paradigm tables alongside the text to
identify missing forms

• Integrate more efficient search tools, e.g., word clouds of similar forms
• Active learning

• Introduce a supervised learner using active learning heuristics to minimize
annotation effort

• Direct the annotator’s attention to the least certain distinctions
• Eliminate repetitive annotation of “easy” instances

Transcribed
Language data

Target Lemma
List

Unsupervised
WP model

Grouped cell
and lemma
occurrences

Annotator
corrections

Output lexeme
and cell clusters

WP active learning
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Many thanks to our consultants,
Flora and Alberto Boyotai!



Appendix



Concordance Workflow



Concordance Workflow



Edit Trees (Jin et al., 2020)



UD Treebanks



Analogy-based Annotation Workflow
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